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John Wood & Paul Harrison, Notebook

The old joke about contemporary art—and in particular early video art documenting artists 
performing mundane tasks—was that it could be made by anyone. This is manifestly not the 
case with Notebook, whose visual precision (ironically) allies it with Modernism, Malevich, 
de Stijl, Bauhaus artists and their peers. Notebook consists of 101 shorts, each filmed in 
the artists’ crisp, white studio with featureless grey walls and evenly distributed light (largely 
from above). Most involve a perfectly rectangular, gleamingly blank table, and each starts 
with an initial pause or lull in which one has just enough time to evaluate the set-up. Then 
an event is triggered, in most cases with the artists (and even their hands) out of shot. 
Actions happen sometimes with a snap, but more frequently via a temporal arc in which the 
occurrence eases into realisation before a sharp conclusion. The camera then allows one to 
reflect on the consequences, before fading to black, and the next one-to-two minute event 
is played.

Humour—of the austerely blank type—hovers over these performances, spoofing in part the 
ideals of Modernist aesthetics. Painters such as Kandinsky and the French Cubist Gleizes 
often described their work as formalist experiments, as parascientific tests of what would 
happen if one related colour to shape according to a particular rule, or if one altered perceptual 
frames following precise principles. Wood and Harrison likewise relate a series of aesthetic 
and physical propositions. What happens if one drops a grid of uniform green apples, hung 
by fishing line, suddenly over the space defined by the tabletop? One is offered a rubber 
band affixed to the diagonal points edging the table and length of the band constrained 
about its rectangular margins, before it is released to define a dark line across the surface. 
This experiment becomes an aesthetic gesture akin to Mondrian’s lines and brushstrokes.

Drawing on both the history of performance art, and criticism about Pollock and Field Painting 
(their vast canvases as standing in for the artist’s body), the oeuvre of Wood and Harrison is 
animated by tensions around bodily absence and presence. This is highlighted by those rare 
pieces in which the artists themselves appear. I particularly enjoyed the sight of one, dressed 
in anonymous black, lying unemotional under the tabletop, before a shower of plaster from 
above scattered across its surface and onto the floor about him. Where the artists do not 
appear, objects and spaces are redolent of their displaced physicality.

Notebook succeeds by its varied appeal. One can think deeply about its formalism, and its 
clear austerity gives it a look little video art attains. Or one can laugh at its comic physics 
lessons. Perhaps most importantly, this is not—to quote Adrian Martin—another “little black 
box [TV] inside the big white box” of the gallery, which insists one view it in the same way as 
one watches cinema or television. The visitor can enjoy the full duration of the 101 variations, 
or dip in and out, watch five minutes, leave, and return for another 30 seconds, and still 
appreciate this artwork—a welcome relief from the bloated durations artists such as Matthew 
Barney arrogantly demand. If only all video art was so crafted, yet unassuming.

John Wood & Paul Harrison, Notebook; Perth Institute of Contemporary Art (PICA)
Dec 3, 2008 –Feb 1, 2009

Jonathan Marshall , RealTime, issue #89 Feb-March 2009
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Studio Trisorio, curated by Lydia Pribisová and Laura Trisorio
Rome, February 4 – March 7, 2009
Naples, February 6 – March 7, 2009

About perception. 

John Wood & Paul Harrison have the extraordinary gift to make us think in an easy way about 
the mechanisms we use when observing reality. Their videos present neverending series of 
microscenes, little visual theorems as self-sufficient as unavoidably tied one to another. Maybe 
their absurd actions could confuse a distracted viewer, but they find their sense into continuity. 
You must give yourself the time to notice how the artists do not overstay on ideas, burning them 
in a moment (many would use them over a longer time span), and to observe what links the 
different scenes in a variety of approaches.

A first element to point out is some kind of theatrical vein of absurd which makes the two artists 
to act as robots focused only on the function they are executing, idealized human beings not 
showing any emotion in facing and undergoing reality. They keep on being emotionless even 
when tossed around in the back of a truck sitting on rolling chairs or when a board falls on their 
head after long moments of staring at the door to which it was leaned against, knowing what will 
gonna happen. Their hollow gaze and the blank expression are like a mirror, a representation of 
otherness which immediately refers to ourselves, the perplexed, astonished, amused viewers. 
This action of throwing back our own looking is the first strong element of communication in 
their works.Another source of alienation is in the way they interact with spaces fictitious and ideal 
as well. Cubes and geometric surfaces painted in a white color which, added to gestures, actions 
and expressions, makes these scenes even more abstract. And between the white walls and the 
black two artists, always dressed in depersonalizing dark tracksuits, sometimes a line will appear, 
a form or even a color, exploding as a completely unexpected element.

Another focus is set on the idea of movement, investigated in simple actions which, thanks to 
their uniformity, point our awareness on ourselves, on how we watch, on what we watch. That’s 
why in the last works we can see multitudes of ping-pong or tennis balls which design trajectories, 
move objects and catch our attention through the inevitability of something that we already know 
it will happen.

It’s all about perception mechanisms, therefore. Human figures emerge or disappear in a momentary 
lifting of polystyrene little balls or behind a mobile partition wall that, like a giant switch, shows 
to us either Wood or Harrison. Our expectations are constantly stimulated and satisfied, triggering 
a pleasure process as simple as brilliant which makes us obsessively eager to watch everything 
again and take delight in it again. And again. And again. Even when we already know what to 
expect for. A really human mechanism.

SuccoAcido.net   March 2009
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Answers to Questions: John Wood and Paul Harrison
UAM – University California Santa Barbara, USA

Santa Barbara Independent
Thursday, March 11, 2010
by ELIZABETH SCHWYZER 

You’ll want to set aside a full hour to immerse yourself in this show, comprised of posters and low-
tech video installations that range in length from three to 50 minutes. It takes a little while to settle into 
John Wood and Paul Harrison’s slow-paced films, which feature everyday objects and occasionally 
the artists themselves. Once you do, you find yourself in a mesmerizing minimalist world, as if you’ve 
stepped inside the box where conceptual art lives.

In “Fan/paper/fan,” two fans stand on a tabletop facing each another, blades whirring. A man places a 
sheet of paper on end between them, so that it stands wavering there, pushed in two directions continu-
ously. At the end of three minutes and 16 seconds, the fans switch off simultaneously, and the paper 
falls. “Photocopier” features the tray of a copy machine where the image being copied shifts slightly 
each time, a little sailboat seeming to travel from right to left until all that’s left is a blank line.

It doesn’t get much less dramatic than this, and yet in the quiet space of such simple, repeated action, 
a whole world of ideas opens up. Wood and Harrison cite the playwright Samuel Beckett as a source 
of inspiration, and there’s undoubtedly an absurdist element to these studies. Inanimate objects like 
light bulbs, Styrofoam cups, and paperclips take on existential status in “Notebook,” a nearly hour-long 
film that takes place on four screens. In each case, a fixed camera watches as apparently meaningless 
actions unfold: An empty plastic cup drifts across a tabletop on its side, a match burns the pages of a 
book, someone pours milk onto a rubber door mat so that the textured black rectangle disappears be-
neath a creeping layer of white. There may be, as one of the posters from their Some words, some more 
words series paradoxically suggests, “no beginning, no middle, no end.” Yet the longer you watch, the 
more these events seem inherently melancholy, profound, or even funny.

The most prominent noise in the gallery is the sound of a vacuum cleaner emanating from the film “3 
legged.” Wood and Harrison stand side by side in a narrow space with their legs tied together. Below 
the camera lens, a nozzle travels side to side, spitting out tennis balls. The men hobble back and forth 
to avoid being hit, eventually learning to duck beneath the missiles. As in the other films, the action 
here appears senseless, but a close study of their faces reveals momentary tics of self-awareness and 
irony. Make no mistake: Every incident in these films is carefully choreographed, down to the hole 
punch that leaves behind nothing but two tiny circles of paper.
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Labour ministers consider life as 
the opposition 
By Rachel Sylvester

At a party in Number 10 last week, Gordon Brown proudly showed off Downing Street's latest 
loan from the Government Art Collection to his guests. It is a video installation by two 
performance artists, John Wood and Paul Harrison, with a series of television screens showing 
footage of things going wrong. In one film, one of the artists stands on a table and it 
collapses; in another, he opens a door and it falls on his head. It could be a metaphor for the 
life of a Prime Minister. Funnily enough, it was bequeathed to Mr Brown by Tony Blair.

Daily Telegraph  Jan 2008

The Guardian Sept 2010



Deadpanning for Gold 
UAM video art exhibit offers stimulus that willfully challenges our assumptions about life and art 

By Josef Woodard, News-Press Correspondent
February 26, 2010

Fans of Buster Keaton and Jacques Tati understand the line between slapstick comedy and minimalist aesthetics can 
be a fine one. That fine line accounts for much of what gives the conceptually fueled video art collaboration by British 
duo John Wood and Paul Harrison its strange and muted kick. 

The University Art Museum is now hosting the exhibition “Answers to Questions: John Wood and Paul Harrison,” 
organized by the Contemporary Art Museum in Houston. A simple half-hour visit might make one feel transported to 
a dry and droll funhouse, with logical art world links to the sensibilities of Bruce Nauman and William Wegman, but 
with a British accent. Wood and Harrison create seriocomic situational art, usually involving clever micro-vignettes 
concerning kinetics, perception and the rubbery nature of artistic process. 

As the exhibition title coyly suggests, the duo’s art often builds off cause-and-effect scenarios, concocting problems 
with built-in solutions and objects, and situations from everyday realities. Whereas most of their video works require 
a singular focus on a deceptively simple scene, “Notebook” ups the sensory ante. With its four separate monitors, the 
piece makes art from common household objects and machines in some abused and repurposed way for the sake of 
art. 

Wood and Harrison create systems and machineries, messing with the artistic manipulation of materials, while also 
manipulating our sense of time, space, the camera’s surrogate reality and our sense of humor. Entering the gallery, we 
get a reasonable introduction to their approach with the 2007 video “Fan/paper/fan,” in which — as the title’s words 
consciously imply — the middle object is held upright by the forces of the outer two. 

Wordplay and visual punning runs rampant in this art, kept in check by the artists’ almost ascetic sense of restraint. 
The one non-video piece in the show is a series of deadpanning posters under the title “some words, some more 
words” with loaded or jokey phrases in all capital letters, like “SHUT UP DO THINGS,” “ONE LINER” and “BOR-
ING THINGS ON WALLS.” 

On a visual basis, the brevity and brute simplicity of each act and artwork is integral to the end effect. In “3 Legged,” 
the hapless artists (who often subject themselves to situations of controlled peril and physical roles in the videos) are 
seen with legs tethered together, and they must awkwardly dodge the assaults of a roving tennis ball cannon. In “26 
(Drawing and Falling Things),” an artist turns upside down as he is strapped inside a boat turning in midair. 
“Night and Day,” from 2008, is a more strictly formal exercise with its succession of shots and blackouts informed 
by stark setups of shapes, objects, peculiar lighting and repetitive motions, such as the artists drolly tapping a foot to 
unheard music. 

In this selection of work, the piece de resistance may be the whimsically mesmerizing, 13-minute 2005 episode, “The 
Only Other Point,” screened in the museum’s darkened back gallery. Here, a slow, steady tracking shot hosts various 
action shots involving balls, mostly tennis and table tennis balls but with a few rainbow-colored, circus-y inflatable 
models for festive effect. The ball behavior has been inventively devised through each room, including some balls 
rolling around and others bonking people on the head. 

While the ball play itself is seemingly the star attraction in the piece, we’re also lured into a semi-dream state through 
the act of the observing camera’s eye. It moves steadily, stealthily and implacably from room to room and action to 
action, like some omniscient eye. Likewise, the oddly ambivalent artistic vision behind this work (simultaneously 
self-amused and coolly indifferent) is part of the expressive lingo behind the art. 

Wood and Harrison create art that is inherently funny in multiple meanings of the word. Things and arrangements are 
funny, as in askew, in their concoctions. Sometimes, the art is laughably funny. But more often, it is beard-stroking, 
earlobe-tugging funny, as stimulus that willfully challenges our assumptions about life and art, how the two are linked 
and, in inspired artistic hands such as these, how they can be artfully tweaked. 

Santa Barbara News  Feb 2010


